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Two-photon decay of 21S0 and 2 3S1 states of heliumlike ions

A. Derevianko and W. R. Johnson
Department of Physics, Notre Dame University, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

~Received 18 February 1997!

Systematic calculations of two-photon decay rates of metastable 21S0 and 23S1 states are presented for
heliumlike ions with nuclear charges in the rangeZ52–100. These calculations include retardation and are
carried out using relativistic configuration-interaction wave functions that account for the Breit interaction.
Photon energy distributions and total rates are given. The relativistic 21S0 decay rates agree, to within two
standard deviations, with precise measurements for heliumlike Ar, Ni, Br, Kr, and Nb. The calculated 21S0

rates are 30% smaller than the corresponding nonrelativistic rates at highZ. The 23S1 two-photon decay rates
remain a factor of about 1024 of the correspondingM1 rates throughout the helium isoelectronic sequence.
@S1050-2947~97!07808-6#

PACS number~s!: 31.10.1z, 31.30.Jv, 32.70.Cs, 32.80.2t
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we evaluate two-photon decay rates
2 1S0 and 23S1 states of heliumlike ions. Our calculation
are carried out using relativistic wave functions that acco
for the Breit interaction and include retardation of the dipo
transition operator. The first theoretical two-photon dec
rate for the 21S0 state for helium was given by Dalgarno@1#.
In the 30 years since Ref.@1# was published, a number o
increasingly sophisticated nonrelativistic calculations of
2 1S0 decay rate have been carried out for helium and
light heliumlike ions by Dalgarno and Victor@2#, Victor @3#,
Victor and Dalgarno@4#, Drake, Victor, and Dalgarno@5#,
and by Jacobs@6#. A decade ago, Drake@7# gave highly
accurate nonrelativistic values of two-photon decay rate
2 1S0 states for heliumlike ions with nuclear chargesZ from
2 to 92, and estimated relativistic corrections to these ra
Calculations of two-photon decay rates for 23S1 states of
heliumlike ions were made by Bely@8#, Bely and Faucher
@9#, Drake and Dalgarno@10#, and Drake, Victor, and Dal-
garno@5#. These two-photon rates are smaller than the c
responding single-photonM1 decay rates for the 23S1 state
by a factor of about 1024. Both one- and two-photon trans
tions from the 23S1 excited state to the 11S0 ground state
are sensitive to relativistic corrections.

Precise measurements of lifetimes of metastable 21S0
states of He and Li1 have been reported in Refs.@11,12#. In
the recent past, measurements of lifetimes of metast
2 1S0 states of heliumlike ions have been extended to incl
Ar 116 @13,14#, Ni 126 @15–17#, Br133 @18#, Kr 134 @14#, and
Nb139 @19#. A measurement of the photon energy distrib
tion for the 21S0 decay has also been reported recently
heliumlike Kr134 @20,21#. One goal of the recent measur
ments was to determine the size of relativistic corrections
two-photon decay rates. The aim of the present paper i
provide accurate relativistic predictions of two-photon dec
rates and photon energy distributions for comparisons w
such experiments.

The wave functions used in this calculation are det
mined from a variational principle, seeking extrema of t
expectation value of theno-pair Hamiltonian including both
561050-2947/97/56~2!/1288~7!/$10.00
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the Coulomb and Breit interactions. Discussions of the re
tivistic configuration-interaction~CI! problem for heliumlike
ions including extensive comparisons of CI energies w
experiment have been given in Refs.@22,23#. Relativistic CI
wave functions have been used previously to evaluate sin
photon decay rates in heliumlike ions in Ref.@24#. The
method used here to evaluate the sum over intermed
states in the two-photon matrix element is similar to th
used in a recent study of relativistic corrections to polar
abilities of heliumlike ions@25#.

In the present calculation, we give relativistic two-phot
rates for ions with nuclear chargesZ 5 2–20,25,
30, . . .,100, and for the special casesZ 5 28, 36, 41, 54, 82,
and 92. We also study theZ dependence of the photon en
ergy distribution. The full width at half maximum~FWHM!
of the photon energy distribution increases with nucle
charge asZ2. We introduce a reduced photon energy varia
y5v/v0 , v0 being the maximum photon energy, and a co
responding reduced FWHM measured in terms ofy. We find
that the reduced FWHM of the 21S0 energy distribution in-
creases withZ from 2 to 20 then decreases steadily
Z5100. By contrast, the reduced FWHM of the 23S1 distri-
bution decreases from 2 to 30 and then increases fromZ 5
30 to 100. Relativistic corrections to the 21S0 rate, inferred
by comparing the present calculations with precise nonr
tivistic values from@7#, are found to be in fair agreemen
with relativistic corrections estimated in Ref.@7#. The values
of the present 21S0 rates are also in good agreement w
available experimental measurements.

II. THEORY

The probability per unit time for a transition from sta
C I to stateCF with the emission of twoE1 photons,v1 and
v2, is

dwFI5
8

9p
a6v1

3v2
3dv1 (

M1M2

uM M2M1
u2, ~2.1!

where
1288 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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M M2M1
52(

n
F ^C I uQM2

uCn&^CnuQM1
uCF&

En1v22EI

1
^C I uQM1

uCn&^CnuQM2
uCF&

En1v12EI
G . ~2.2!

In this expression,QM(k) is the retarded electric-dipole op
erator, which~in second-quantized form! is given by

QM~k!5(
i j

@qM~kr !# i j ai
†aj . ~2.3!

Explicit formulas for the single-particle matrix elemen
@qM(kr )# i j in Eq. ~2.3! are given in Ref.@24#. In the nonrel-
ativistic limit, qM approachesr M , theM th component of the
coordinate vector in a spherical basis.

In the present calculation, we assume that the final s
CF is the 11S0 ground state of a two-electron ion and th
the initial stateC I is either a 21S0 or a 23S1 excited state.
The wave functions for these states are obtained from r
tivistic CI calculations. For the initial~final! state, we write

C I ~F !5(
k> l

ckl
I ~F !Fkl , ~2.4!

whereFkl are configuration state functions coupled to giv
values ofJ, M , and parity. The coefficients andckl

I (F) are
configuration weights for the initial~final! state determined
variationally. The configuration state functionsFkl are de-
fined by

Fkl5hkl (
mkml

^ j kmkj lml uJM&ak
†al

†u0&, ~2.5!

wherehkl51/A2 if k5 l andhkl51, otherwise. The numeri
cal methods used to evaluate the weight coefficientsckl

I (F) are
discussed in@22,23#.
te

a-

We introduce the perturbed wave functions

udCDM1
&5(

n

uCn&^CnuQM1
~k1!uCF&

En1v22EI
, ~2.6!

udCEM2
&5(

n

uCn&^CnuQM2
~k2!uCF&

En1v12EI
. ~2.7!

These wave functions satisfy the inhomogeneous tw
electron Dirac equations

~H1v22EI !udCDM1
&5QM1

~k1!uCF&, ~2.8!

~H1v12EI !udCEM2
&5QM2

~k2!uCF&. ~2.9!

The two-photon matrix element can be expressed in term
the perturbed wave functions asM M2M1

5DM2M1
1EM2M1

,
where

DM2M1
52^C I uQM2

~k2!udCDM1
&, ~2.10!

EM2M1
52^C I uQM1

~k1!udCEM2
&. ~2.11!

We expand the perturbed wave functiondCDM1
~which has

quantum numbersJ51 andM5M1) as

dCDM1
5

1

A@1#
(

n.m
dnmFnm~1M1!. ~2.12!

Substituting this expansion into Eq.~2.8!, we find that the
expansion coefficientsdnm satisfy the inhomogeneous equ
tions
(
n.m

@~en1em1v22EI !d rndsm1Vrs,nm#dnm5brs~k1!, ~2.13!

where

brs~k1!5(
k> l

hkldkkk l

A@ j k#
ckl

F @^r iq~k1!ik&d ls1^r iq~k1!i l &dks2^kiq~k1!is&d lr 2^ l iq~k1!is&dkr#, ~2.14!

and whereVi j ,kl are two-particle matrix elements of the sum of the Coulomb and Breit interactions@22#. The direct-matrix
elementDM2M1

can be written as

DM2M1
5~21!12M2S 1 JI 1

2M2 MI M1
DA@JI #DI , ~2.15!

whereDI is expressed in terms of the solutions to the inhomogeneous equationsdnm by

DI5(
i . j
r .s

h i j ci j
I drsF ~21! i 1s11H JI 1 1

r s i J d js^ i iq~k2!ir &1~21! i 1sH JI 1 1

s r i J d j r ^ i iq~k2!is&

1~21!JIH JI 1 1

r s j J d is^ j iq~k2!ir &1~21!JI1r 1sH JI 1 1

s r j J d ir ^ j iq~k2!is&G . ~2.16!
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1290 56A. DEREVIANKO AND W. R. JOHNSON
We may also write

EM2M1
5~21!12M1S 1 JI 1

2M1 MI M2
DA@JI #EI ,

~2.17!

where

EI~k1 ,k2!5DI~k2 ,k1!. ~2.18!

With the aid of these relations, we find

(
M1M2

uM M1M2
u25uDI1~21!JIEI u2. ~2.19!

The above expression shows that the direct and excha
contributions add coherently for 21S0, and incoherently for
2 3S1. Such behavior leads to much smaller rates for
triplet state, and to a high sensitivity of rates and pho

FIG. 1. 21S0 state two-photon energy distribution function
dw/dy, normalized to area 2, are plotted as a function
y5v/v0. The upper panel givesdw/dy for Z<20 and the lower
panel gives results forZ>20.

TABLE I. Convergence pattern of two-photon decay ra
w( l ) ~s21) for the 21S0 states forZ 5 2 and 10. The indexl
represents the maximum value of angular momentum include
the CI expansion of the initial and final states. The calculated m
mum transition wavelengths~Å! are denoted byl l . The rows la-
beled ‘‘̀ ’’ give rates obtained by extrapolation. Numbers in brac
ets represent powers of 10.

Z l l l ~Å! w( l ) ~s21)

2 0 620.07 4.7056@01#

1 603.70 5.0220@01#

2 602.02 5.0788@01#

3 601.61 5.0921@01#

4 601.53 5.0968@01#

` 601.42 5.1016@01#

10 0 13.554 1.0113@07#

1 13.545 1.0004@07#

2 13.544 1.0010@07#

3 13.544 1.0012@07#

4 13.544 1.0012@07#

` 13.544 1.0013@07#
ge

e
n

energy distributions to relativistic corrections. The expre
sion ~2.19!, when substituted into Eq.~2.1!, gives the for-
mula used here to evaluate the two-photon decay rates.

III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The numerical approach employed here has been u
previously in precise calculations of energy levels@22# and
polarizabilities@25# of heliumlike ions. As a first step in ou
calculation, we evaluate the CI wave functions for the init
and final states and obtain the energy separation betw
transition levels, using methods described in@22,23#. The
single-particle basis orbitals used in the CI expansion con
of subsets of 20–30 out of 40B-spline basis functions for
each partial wave. The results were saturated with respe
the number of basis functions. Also we perform a seque
of calculations for the wave functions; the first calculati
includes only l 50 (s1/2) partial waves, the next include

f FIG. 2. The reduced full width at half maximum~FWHM! of
the two-photon energy distributionsdw/dy for the 21S0 state given
in Fig. 1 is shown as a function of nuclear chargeZ.

in
i-

TABLE II. Two-photon decay ratesw2g for 2 1S0 states of he-
liumlike ions. Numbers in brackets are powers of ten.

Z w2g ~s21) Z w2g ~s21)

2 5.102@01# 30 9.938@09#

3 1.940@03# 35 2.540@10#

4 1.816@04# 36 3.012@10#

5 9.211@04# 40 5.692@10#

6 3.300@05# 41 6.604@10#

7 9.444@05# 45 1.154@11#

8 2.310@06# 50 2.164@11#

9 5.029@06# 54 3.415@11#

10 1.001@07# 55 3.806@11#

11 1.856@07# 60 6.350@11#

12 3.249@07# 65 1.013@12#

13 5.421@07# 70 1.556@12#

14 8.685@07# 75 2.312@12#

15 1.344@08# 80 3.336@12#

16 2.020@08# 82 3.834@12#

17 2.957@08# 85 4.690@12#

18 4.230@08# 90 6.439@12#

19 5.930@08# 92 7.265@12#

20 8.163@08# 95 8.653@12#

25 3.249@09# 100 1.140@13#

28 6.517@09#
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56 1291TWO-PHOTON DECAY OF 21S0 AND 2 3S1 STATES . . .
l 50 and l 51 (s1/2, p1/2, and p3/2) partial waves, and so
forth. At each stage, we set up and solve the intermed
state equations~2.13! for dmn , determine the amplitude
DI andEI from Eqs.~2.16! and~2.18!, and then calculate the
differential decay rate. The differential decay rate is eva
ated at 100 equally spaced intermediate points; the total
is determined by numerical integration. The accuracy of
integration was controlled with the Gauss-Kronrod nume
cal quadrature rule and was found to be better than 1 pa
106.

In Table I, we illustrate the convergence pattern of t
2 1S0 decay ratew( l ) for the casesZ 5 2 and 10 as the
number of partial wavesl increases. ForZ 5 2, the partial
wave sequence converges to about 1 part in 103 when partial
waves with l<4 are included in the initial- and final-stat
wave functions and partial waves withl<5 are included in
the expansion of the perturbed wave function. The conv
gence improves with increasingZ so that for Z>60 the
partial-wave sequence converges to better than 1 par
106 with l<3. ForZ<10 the partial wave sequencew( l ) is
extrapolated to infinity, assuming that the incremen
changes fall off as 1/(l 11/2)n. We findn'4. No extrapola-
tion is necessary forZ>10 to obtain 21S0 rates accurate to
four figures.

In Table II, we present total two-photon decay rates
2 1S0 states for all of the cases considered here. These r
grow approximately asZ6. The photon energy distributions
expressed as a function of the variabley5v1 /v0 ~where
v05v11v2) are presented forZ<20 in the top panel of
Fig. 1, and forZ>20 in the lower panel. These distributio
functions are normalized to area 2. The reduced widths of
distributions are seen to increase systematically asZ in-

FIG. 3. Ratio of experimental to theoretical lifetimes for 21S0

states of He-like ions. The references to experimental data are
same as those given in Table III.
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creases to 20, then decreases asZ increases from 20 to 100
This behavior is further illustrated in Fig. 2, where the r
duced FWHM of the distributions is plotted as a function
Z. These changes of shape are a consequence of the inte
of correlation and relativity; both effects tend to narrow t
energy distribution.

We compare the theoretical and experimental lifetimet
of the 21S0 state in Fig. 3 and Table III. The present calc
lations are seen to be in a good agreement with experime
values; even in the worst cases, Kr341 and Ni261, the ex-
perimental and theoretical lifetimes differ by only two sta
dard deviations. In Fig. 4, we make a comparison of o
relativistic 21S0 decay rates with the precise nonrelativis
rates given by Drake@7#. The nonrelativistic calculations
overestimate the rate by 30% for highZ, which demonstrates
the importance ofab initio relativistic calculations. It should
be noted that, for highZ, Drake’s estimated relativistic cor
rections to 21S0 decay rates@7# are in excellent agreemen
with the values obtained here. The comparison of our res
with those of Drake@7# at low Z are given in Table IV. The
values from Ref.@7# tabulated in Table IV include estimate
relativistic corrections. The relative difference is found to
less than 1%. For helium, Jacobs@6# gives the decay rate o
50.85 s21 and the value of Drakeet al. @5# is 51.3 s21. Our
value for helium~51.02 s21) is in a good agreement with th
previous results.

Since correlation effects become less important with
creasing nuclear charge, one could expect hydrogenlike
havior at largeZ. In Fig. 5 we present the comparison of th
photon energy distributions of 21S0 decay with the corre-
sponding hydrogenic 2s1/2→1s1/2 distributions @26#. This
analysis shows that, indeed, the normalized photon ene
distributions are virtually indistinguishable forZ592. The

he
FIG. 4. Comparison of nonrelativistic@7# and relativistic 21S0

decay rates,w2g(s21)/Z6.
l
TABLE III. Comparison of theoretical lifetimest~s! of 2 1S0 states of heliumlike ions with experimenta
values.

Z t texpt. Ref.

2 1.96031022 1.97~0.10!31022 @11#

3 5.15531024 5.03~0.26!31024 @12#

18 2.36431029 2.30~0.30!31029 @13#

28 1.534310210 1.561~0.016!310210 @17#

35 3.937310211 3.932~0.032!310211 @18#

36 3.320310211 3.408~0.034!310211 @14#

41 1.514310211 1.533~0.060!310211 @19#
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TABLE IV. Two-photon decay rates~s21) for 2 1S0 and 23S1 states of heliumlike ions are compare
with the previous theoretical values. Drake@7# values include estimated relativistic corrections. Numbers
brackets represent powers of ten.

Z 2 1S0 rates Drake@7# 2 3S1 rates Drakeet al. @5# Bely and Faucher@9#

2 5.102@01# 5.094@01# 3.17@29# 4.02@29# 3.47@29#

3 1.940@03# 1.938@03# 1.25@26# 1.50@26#

4 1.816@04# 1.815@04# 5.53@25# 6.36@25#

5 9.211@04# 9.202@04# 8.93@24# 10.1@24# 8.36@24#

6 3.300@05# 3.296@05# 8.05@23# 8.93@23#

7 9.444@05# 9.537@05# 4.95@22# 5.44@22#

8 2.310@06# 2.306@06# 2.33@21# 2.54@21# 2.23@21#

9 5.029@06# 5.021@06# 8.94@21# 9.73@21#

10 1.001@07# 0.999@07# 2.95@00# 3.20@00#

12 3.249@07# 3.242@07# 2.26@01# 2.19@01#

16 2.020@08# 2.014@08# 5.33@02# 5.09@02#
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distributions forZ520 are slightly, but noticeably, differen
and this difference grows asZ decreases.

Total two-photon decay rates for 23S1 state are presente
in Table V. These rates are a factor of 104 smaller than the
M1 decay rates@24# for the entire isoelectronic sequence.
is worth noting that the corresponding hydrogenic transit
2s1/2→1s1/2 exhibits a different evolution of competin
2E1 andM1 branches@26#. The 2E1 branch dominates fo
hydrogenic ions with nuclear charges belowZ'50 while the
M1 rate dominates for largerZ. In Table IV, we give a
comparison of decay rates for 23S1 states of heliumlike ions
with the previous theoretical values of Drakeet al. @5# and
Bely and Faucher@9#. We notice a significant discrepanc
with the present values, especially for small nuclear char
This inconsistency is due to cancellation effects in
2 3S1 case. The probable reason@27# for most of the discrep-
ancy in the low-Z range is a small spin-dependent mixing
the 11S0 final state with doubly excited (pp8)3P0 states,
which was not included in the nonrelativistic calculations
Drake, Victor, and Dalgarno@5# for the two-photon decay
rate. The effect of this mixing, however, has been calcula
for the single photon 23P1-1 1S0 intercombination transition
@28#, where it produces a small decrease in the decay r
The relative effect of the additional terms decreases in p
portion to 1/Z with increasingZ in accord with the presen
results.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the photon energy distributions
2 1S0 decay with the corresponding hydrogenic 2s1/2→1s1/2 energy
distributions forZ520 andZ592.
n

s.
e

f
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te.
-

We present the 23S1 photon energy distributions fo
Z,40 in the upper panel of Fig. 6 and forZ.40 in the lower
panel. Similar to the 21S0 case, theZ dependence of the
photon energy distribution is not monotonic;Z'30 is a
minimum of the reduced FWHM considered as a function
Z. This nonmonotonic behavior is shown in the lower pan
of Fig. 7. The value ofy5v/v0 at the maximum of the
energy distribution,ymax, is shown as a function ofZ in the
upper panel of Fig. 7.

In the present calculations, we have employed a con
tent approach of using theoretical energies from the rela
istic CI energy calculations. These energies include b
Coulomb and Breit interactions, but do not include radiat
corrections. The practice of scaling single-photon rates to
experimental~or more accurate@29#! energies,vexpt, would
result in an additional factor of (vexpt/v0)7. Such scaling
gives corrections that are negligible for smallZ, but increase

f FIG. 6. Left branch of the 23S1 distribution functionsdw/dy,
normalized to area 2, as in Fig. 1. The upper panel givesdw/dy for
Z,30 and the lower panel gives results forZ.30.
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with Z up to a level of about 1% atZ5100.
In summary, we have performedab initio relativistic cal-

culations of two-photon decay rates and photon energy
tributions of metastable 21S0 and 23S1 states for heliumlike
ions with nuclear charges in the rangeZ 5 2–100. The data
presented for 21S0 decay rates are in good agreement w

TABLE V. Two-photon decay ratesw2g for 2 3S1 states of he-
liumlike ions. Numbers in brackets represent powers of ten.

Z w2g ~s21) Z w2g ~s21)

2 3.17@29# 30 4.17@05#

3 1.25@26# 35 2.01@06#

4 5.53@25# 36 2.67@06#

5 8.93@24# 40 7.69@06#

6 8.05@23# 41 9.82@06#

7 4.95@22# 45 2.46@07#

8 2.33@21# 50 6.88@07#

9 8.94@21# 54 1.44@08#

10 2.95@00# 55 1.72@08#

11 8.59@00# 60 3.93@08#

12 2.26@01# 65 8.34@08#

13 5.49@01# 70 1.66@09#

14 1.24@02# 75 3.14@09#

15 2.64@02# 80 5.65@09#

16 5.33@02# 82 7.07@09#

17 1.03@03# 85 9.78@09#

18 1.91@03# 90 1.63@10#

19 3.41@03# 92 1.98@10#

20 5.91@03# 95 2.64@10#

25 6.27@04# 100 4.15@10#

28 2.04@05#
v.

hy

, D
s-

the available experimental values and with estimates of r
tivistic corrections by Drake@7#. We also find that the
2 3S1 two-photon rates are smaller than the correspond
single-photonM1 decay rates by a factor of about 1024

throughout the entire helium isoelectronic sequence.
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FIG. 7. The reduced full width at half maximum~FWHM! of
the left branches of the two-photon energy distributionsdw/dy for
the 23S1 state shown in Fig. 6 is plotted as a function of nucle
chargeZ in the lower panel. The value ofy5v/v0 at the maximum
point of the distributions,ymax, is plotted in the upper panel.
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